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We prove a criterion for the irreducibility of the polynomials in one indeter- 
minate with the coefficients in the valuation ring of a discrete valued field. From 
this result we deduce the Schonemann, Eisenstein, and Akira irreducibility criteria. 
The results obtained can also be used for proving that some polynomials in several 
indeterminates are irreducible. 1 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
Let (K, u) be a discrete valued field, A the valuation ring of II and R the 
residue field of u. If a E A we write Cc for the image of a in 1% If f = a0 + 
L7,X+ . . ’ + u,,X” E A,[X] is a polynomial in one indeterminate over A let 
f~ K[X] be the polynomial f= a, + a, X+ ’ . + ti,,Y. A polynomial 
f=a,+a,X+ ... +~,,YEA[X] is called manic if a,,=l. IfJ gEA[X] 
we denote by Rff, g) the resultant of the polynomials f, g. In this note we 
obtain irreducibility criteria for polynomials that satisfy some resultant 
conditions. 
THEOREM 1. Let (K, u) he a discrete valued field, A the valuation ring of 
v, i? its residue field, p E K such that v(p) = 1 and X an indeterminate over K. 
Let FE A [X] be a manic polynomial such that 
F=fy’...fp+pg, 
where f, ,..., fn, g E A [Xl, f, ,..., fiI are manic, f ,  ,..., fH are nonconstant and 
irreducible in R[X] andfi does not divide S if m, > 2. 
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Let h= f;“’ . . . f F. If, for every non-trivial factorization h = h, h,, there is 
jE (1, 2) and ie { 1, 2 ,..., n} such that .f, divides h, and, for all divisors d, of 
R(,L., g), R(f,, hlh,) # d, then the polynomial F is irreducible in K[X]. 
Proof. By [4, p. 851 it suffices to prove that F is irreducible in A[X]. 
Let us suppose that there are F,, F?E A[X] such that deg F, 2 1, 
deg Fz 3 1 and 
F= F,Fz. (1) 
Since F is manic we have deg F= deg F and from (1) we deduce that 
F, F, = ,f;ll. . . f;~. 
If n = 1 and nz, = 1 then we may suppose that F, =,f,, !‘, = 1, therefore it 
would follow that deg F, = 0, a contradiction. We deduce that if II = 1, 
m, = 1 then the polynomial F is irreducible. 
Let us suppose that n > 2 or n = 1 and m, > 2. It follows that F, = 
,fpp, &fj!p.fg, where (p, + ... +p,)+(q, + ... +q,)= 
111, + ... + m,,. Therefore 
F,=h,+pg,, Fz=h,+pg,, where h,, h,, g,, g, E ACXI, 
h,=f['- .,ffs, h,=f;/I1..,,f,y,l, degg,ddegh,, degg,ddegh,. 
From the relation (1) it follows that 
g=h,g,+hzg,+pg,g,. (2) 
If there is i E { 1, 2 ,..., n) such that f, divides h, and h2 then mj > 2 and let 
a, ,..., a, be the roots of ,f, (from the algebraic closure of the field of 
quotients of A). Since from the hypothesis it follows that ,f, ,..., ,f;, are manic 
we deduce from (2) that 
WI ,,l 
n da,) = pm. n (g, gz)(a,). (3) 
/=I ,‘I 
Therefore R(f,, g) = p”‘R(f,, g, g,). Since m 3 1 it follows that 
R(jj, 2) =O, hence f, and g would have a common root, hence the 
irreducible polynomial fi would divide 2, a contradiction. 
We may therefore suppose that 
and ,; l =f;,-2;; h, = f;,’ ‘..,f; and (h,, h,)= 1 (4) (I 
‘I 
Let i be2 such that ,f; divides h, Let h, ,..., h,. be the roots of ,)‘,. From (2) 
and (4) we obtain 
fi glhj)= fi gl(h,)' fj Chdb,) + pgAh,)l. 
j= I i= I ,=I 
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Therefore 
R(fifi, g) = w-i~ IT, 1. cwifi, w + PI? (5) 
where LIE A (being a symmetric polynomial in b, ,,,,, b,). 
Let d, = R(f,, h,) + pa. Then d, divides R(f,, g) by (5) and d, = 
R(,f,, &). Therefore 
For every f, that divides h, there is a divisor d of R(.L, g) -- 
such that R(f;, h/h, ) = d. (*I 
Similarly iff, divides h, from (2) and (4) it follows that 
w;> RI = R(f,* 82). cwp h,) + Phlt where bg A. (6) 
Let d, = R(f,, hi) + ph. Then dz divides R(h, g) by (6) and dz = 
R( J, h, ). Therefore 
For every & that divides hZ there is a divisor d of R(f;, g) 
such that d = R(f,, Ii, ). (**) 
But by the hypothesis the conditions (*) and (**) cannot be 
simultaneously fulfilled. Therefore F is irreducible in A[X], hence in K[X]. 
EXAMPLE. Let p be a prime number >3 and n a natural number such 
that n < 2~. Then the polynomial F(X) = A”” + px” - 1 is irreducible in 
QEXI. 
Indeed, F=(X- I)“(X+ l)“+pg, where geZ[X]. g(X)==X”+ 
l/p[X’“- 1 -(X-l)“(X+ l)“].ThereforeF=fff$+pg,wheref’, =X-l, 
fz=X+ 1. 
We have p > 3 and f;, f2 do not divide g because g( 1) = 1, hence 
g( 1) # 0, and g( - 1) = ( - I)“, hence g( - 1) # 0. 
Iffi = X- 1 divides h, and hz then R(j; , /i2) = R(f,, /i, ) = 0 # d for every 
divisordofR(f,,g)=g(l)=l. 
Iffl = X+ 1 divides h, and h, then R(,f>, h,) = R(,f?, h, ) = 0 # d for every 
divisor dof R(f?,g)=g(-1)=(-l)“. 
If (h,,h,)=l we may suppose that /z,=(X-~)~, h2=(X+l)“. 
Therefore f, divides hi. Then R(f,&)= R(X- 1, (X+ l)“)= 
[R(X- 1, X+ l)]P=2p. Therefore R(f,, h,)=2P=2. We have R(f,, g)= 
R(X- 1, g) = g( 1) = 1. If follows that R(f,, fi2) #d for every divisor d of 
W-I, g)= 1. 
Therefore the polynomial F(X) = X2p + pX” - 1 is irreducible in Q[X]. 
COROLLARY 2 (SchGnemann’s criterion). Let F = f”” + pg E A [Xl, 
where f is manic, f is irreducible in K[X] and f does not divide 2. Then F is 
irreducible in K[ X]. 
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Proof: If h,,h,EA[X] are such that degh,, degh,k 1 and h,h,=f” 
then hi =f”, h, =f’, where s + t = n, s 2 1, t 2 1. There is only one f, that 
divides h, ; this is f, =f: Then R(f,, h,) = R(f, f ‘) = 0, hence R(f,, h,) = 
O#d for every divisor d of R(J; g). It follows from Theorem 1 that F is 
irreducible in K[X], being manic. 
Remark. As is known from the Schonemann criterion it follows the 
Eisenstein criterion. 
COROLLARY 3. Let F = X”h + pg E A[X] be a manic polynomial such 
that h is irreducible, m > 1, deg( g) < deg(F), g(0) # 0 and h(0) # d for 
every divisor d of g(0). Then F is irreducible in K[X]. 
Proof: Letf,=X,f,=h.Ifthereareh,,h?EA[]suchthatX”h=h,h,, 
then we may suppose that h, = x”, h, = X’h, where s + t = m, s > 1. 
If t 2 1 then R(f, , h,) = R(f,, h2) = 0, therefore R(f,, h,) = R(f,, hx) = 
0 # d for every divisor d of g(0) = R(X, g) = R(f, , g). 
If t=O then R(f,,h,)=R(X,h)=h(O), therefore R(f,,h,)=h(O)#d 
for every divisor d of R(f, , g) = g(0). 
It follows from Theorem 1 that F is irreducible in K[X]. 
COROLLARY 4 (Akira’s criterion [ 1 I). Let F = X8+ a, x” ’ + . . + 
a, E Z[X] such that there is a prime p and an integer k, 1 < k < n, and the 
following conditions are fulfilled: 
(i) tik+, = ... =&=O. 
(ii) a, $ p*Z, ak # 0. 
(iii) The polynomial Xk + . . . + tik is irreducible in Z,[ X]. 
(iv) Jf d divides a,, and df 0 then df 5,. Then F is irreducible in 
ZCXI. 
Proof: We can write F= XH ~ “h + pg, where h = X“ + . . + ak E Z[X], 
g=(ak+,/p)X+~‘+ ... +a,/p~ Z[X] and the conditions from the 
Corollary 3 are fulfilled. 
Remark. The irreducibility criterion obtained in Theorem 1 allows us to 
construct also irreducible polynomials in many indeterminate% since a 
polynomial in X, ,..., X,,, is certainly irreducible if the polynomial resulting 
from setting X1 = . .. = X, = X is. 
For example, if p is a prime number >3, and a,,..., ar are such that 
a, + . . + a,, = 2p, n < 2p, then the polynomial F( X, ,..., X,) = X;i . . X7 + 
X7 + . . + X;, - 1 is irreducible in Q[X, ,..., X,], since Xzp + px” - 1 is 
irreducible in Q[X] by the above example. 
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